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QUESTION 1

A message flow needs to be designed such that available messages must be processed in sequential order. Missing
messages in the sequence must be discarded if they appear later. The solution developer implements this message
flow using Sequence and Resequence nodes. To meet the specifications for this message flow, how should the solution
developer wire the Resequence node? 

A. The Out, Expire, and Missing terminals should be wired together. 

B. The Out terminal should be wired, but the Expire and Missing terminals should be left unwired. 

C. The Out and Missing terminals should be wired together, and the Expire terminal should be left unwired. 

D. The Out and Expire terminals should be wired together, and the Missing terminal should be left unwired. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A telecommunications customer needs to develop a flow that sends a message to invoke an existing business process
on WebSphere Process Server (WPS). The requirements do not call for a response message back from the flow. Which
node should the solution developer use to send the message to WPS? 

A. SOAPRequest 

B. CORBARequest 

C. SCAReply 

D. SCAAsyncRequest 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer uses a shared AIX server to store their source code and for building their source code for deployment. What
command must the solution developer use on this server to create a broker archive (BAR) file? 

A. mqsireadbar 

B. mqsicreatebar 

C. mqsipackagebar 

D. mqsiapplybaroverride 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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A company has its own internal application App1 which exposes its products price catalog to its clients via MQ transport
protocol. The company needs to build a new proxy mediation application using Message Broker to expose its service to
external clients. The suggested mediation flow would accept the request from different clients, route the request to App1
and send the response back to the requesting client where each client has its own target queue. Which built-in pattern
should the solution developer use to achieve this? 

A. Message Request Response Correlator 

B. Service Proxy: static endpoint pattern 

C. Service Access from WebSphere MQ 

D. Service Facade to WebSphere MQ: request-response pattern 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An international fund transfer acknowledgement message having the below format is to be validated, before being sent
to the payment gateway. 

A solution developer has to implement a message validator for these transactions. What message domain should the
solution developer use to do so? 

A. MIME 

B. MRM-TDS 

C. MRM-CWF 

D. DataObject 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6
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A solution developer is writing a message flow using the XMLNSC domain. Testing is producing the wrong output, and
the solution developer is uncertain which node is causing the error. The solution developer adds a Trace node to display
the contents of the data being passed. Which Trace node pattern will display the contents of the data? 

A. ${Root} 

B. ${XMLNSC} 

C. ${InputRoot} 

D. ${InputXMLNSC} 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A sales company is currently running 2 message flows. The first, ProcessOrder, validates customer orders and then
sends the shipping information to the warehouse via an MQ request message. Once the warehouse has shipped the
order, a reply is sent back which is processed by the second flow, SendConfirmation, to send a confirmation to the
customer. The company is now expanding and has multiple warehouses. The solution developer must modify
ProcessOrder to send messages to each warehouse only for the items it stocks, and SendConfirmation to send a
response message only when all warehouses have replied. What node(s) should the solution developer use? 

A. SendConfirmation -> MQGet 

B. SendConfirmation -> Collector 

C. ProcessOrder -> Sequence SendConfirmation -> Resequence 

D. ProcessOrder -> AggregateControl and AggregateRequest SendConfirmation -> AggregateReply 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A solution developer creates a message flow that includes an XSLTransform node. The node property specifies that the
XSL style sheet is to be cached. The solution developer deploys the XSL style sheet in the BAR file with the message
flow. Subsequently, the style sheet needs to be revised. How does the solution developer enable the message flow to
use the revised style sheet? 

A. Use the mqsicacheadmin command to refresh the cache with the new style sheet. 

B. Update the BAR file with the modified style sheet and redeploy it. 

C. Update the style sheet in the Application Development view of the Toolkit. Once the changes are saved, the style
sheet is reloaded automatically by any message flows that use it. 

D. Update the style sheet in the directory specified by the Style sheet directory property of the XSLTransform node.
Once the changes are saved, the style sheet is reloaded automatically by any message flows that use it. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

An electronics store needs to enhance their online inventory verification system regarding available inventory for a
requested product. Instead of returning the inventory count as a web response, an invoice for the purchase is to be
generated and automatically sent to the online shipping system. Which web service standard and which SOAP node
can the solution developer change to enhance the message flow? 

A. WS-Addressing and SOAPInput 

B. WS-Addressing and SOAPReply 

C. WS-Security and SOAPRequest 

D. WS-ReliableMessaging and SOAPAsyncRequest 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A solution developer needs to use the recording data feature for auditing purpose. The expected message size is up to
10 MB and the target database is DB2. Aside from the default, what additional configuration (s), if any, does the solution
developer need to do? 

A. Use the supplied DB2 schema without changes. 

B. Update the DataCaptureStore configurable service to allow the extra size. 

C. Customize the supplied DB2 schema to increase the maximum message body size. 

D. Create a new database table to store the message body and configure the broker to use the new table. 

Correct Answer: C 
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